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'The emergency of my life': Seven Bay Area residents on how 2020 has changed them

How 2020
has changed us. Through illness and fear, anger and uncertainty, seven Bay Area residents found grit and gratitude, creativity and hope. Janelle Bitker, Ryan Kost, Robert Morast,
Sarah Feldberg and Sam

'Absolute insanity': Bay Area residents grapple with assault on democracy amid exploding
pandemic Like Lie and his students, many Bay Area residents are questioning whether the country has hit a new low to climb out of - or whether life will get worse. While
many Bay Area residents are taking solace in

.; East Bay residents displaced

By Steve Rubenstein Firefighters in
Emeryville and San Francisco battled four predawn blazes, one of which left three people homeless. In Emeryville, firefighters from the Oakland and Alameda County
departments

'Shocked': Bay Area residents, officials argue Trump should be held accountable for 'attempted
coup' Local sentiment: Hold Trump accountable

By Jill Tucker, Alexei Koseff and Nora Mishanec

Bay Area residents and elected officials watched in horror Wednesday as a
mob broke into the U.S. Back in San Francisco residents marvel at 'Christmas miracle'
gingerbread monolith in park  By Lizzie Johnson It was Christmas morning, and not a creature in Alexis Gallagher's home was stirring: not his wife Ringae, not his
12-year-old son Odysseus, and not his 9-year-old daughter Kallisto. The puppy,
house fire in S.F.' No injuries were reported, Baxter said, but an unknown number of residents were displaced from the two apartment buildings affected by the flames and
What Bay Area residents need to know

Because the patient, a 30-year-old county resident who smoke.
started experiencing symptoms on Dec. 27, had no history of travel, public health officials believe it is not an isolated case either.
These Bay Area residents found new careers during the pandemic - by choice or necessity Four who made the pandemic pivot By Samantha Nobles-Block As the
shifting quicksand of the COVID-19 pandemic has upended our lives, many Bay Area residents, by choice or necessity, have undergone a professional metamorphosis.
Tahoe shutdown: Can Bay Area residents travel there? Tahoe residents report that people are still traveling to the area, presumably to ski and seek respite in the mountains.
from a housebound pandemic lifestyle that has persisted for more than 9 months. The

Are coronavirus vaccines safe
for nursing home residents?
Pfizer did not respond to a question about whether its trials included long-term care facility residents. To date, 28 residents and 24 staff
members have tested positive. Nursing home residents will be among the first to be vaccinated.

A's surprise players with
pregame family introductions

The Phoenix Suns recently did similar introductions before a game in the NBA's bubble near Orlando. Third baseman Matt Chapman, whose
parents announced his name, said the introductions - which were organized

Tiger Woods' surreal
introduction punctuates strange scene at PGA Championship
Woods' surreal introduction conveyed the unprecedented atmosphere for the first major in
Harding Park history, the first major in San Francisco in eight years and the first major of 2020. Asked if that
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